





VOL. XXXIX WELLESLEY, MASS.. MAY
SENIORS OBSERVE France Chooses M. Doumer
CAMPUS BUILDINGS Preside« The Republic
: On Wednesda;
Many things about Collegiate Gothic National Assembly elected Paul Dou
architecture in general and Hetty H. R. , nier thirteenth president of
Green Hall in particular can be found M Doumer, an elderly
out from the Seniors taking Art 203. ' dent of the Senate,
for about a month ago they made a to n
rather careful study of this subject. B*ovi
For The Defence!
Deprived at last of
hope for the restoration
Wellesley classes may j
nd consider the rea-
!Of t
Building.
and appreciation of the
type are to be had.
aper tersely summarizes the ar-
re of the building. "The ar-
'
; opposing
Briand, Foreign Minister, i
s of Prance in the council
League of Nations in Geneva.
Briand has recently called forth
bined and modified elements of French Pl
"ance is in deathly fear of the pro-
and English architecture—domestic. P°sed Austro-German customs pact,
hich looks like an anti-Prance coali-
an. She accused Briand of not fore-
tury." Another estimate is: "The seeinE the danger, and of being inac-
Prench and English Gothic features of tive and ineffective in office. Never-
the building are not a conglomeration theless, it was proof of the Foreign
but an admirable assimilation. On the Minister's power that he was still the
exterior there is a careful treatment of cnief candidate for the presidency. Af-
horizontals and verticals. Decorative te1' some hesitation, he consented to
details such as leaves and shields have run for the office - His
been added for emphasis with the re- was the ae^d President
suiting effect of restraint. Pointed Tnere was a suggestion made of
arches and rounded arches have on the inS President Doumergue for a :
whole been so used that they add to term ot tne seven-year office, t
the height, when an effect of height is Doumergue "did not choose to r
desired. If one is not too conscious of To tne great surprise of look
origins, the bringing together of French in tne Political battle, M. Doumer ecutivi
fully accomplished." In many papers tnan expected. As a result of political office.
the modern tendency to use elements manoeuvres, probably backed by exit- be po;
necessary in mediaeval building as or- ics oi tne Briand foreign policy, the board
naments is remarked. first ballot registered less for Briand one w<
Less Technical observations tnfm for Doumer, neither holding a didate:
The appreciations of the tower of majority. Briand, visibly depressed, of the
of the Brick Presbyterian
York City. The Communion
will follow.
There will be on view in the Art
Museum gallery an Exhibition of Paint-
ings by Lucia D. Leffingwell, Welles-




Change From Early Rhythms
To Symphonic Movement
Is Shown In Pageant
BRILLIANT COLORS
propounded and refuted by student', The development of music
thought is upheld by them as sufficient ' more primitive form to the
cause for the limitation on senior
j
symphony was the theme of t
privileges; but when confronted with . Tree Day Pageant. Sound an
the primary academic grounds they were first interpreted by thi
found no arguments. in groups and at the climax
It is now time for those amona us
arrival o£ Symphony and he
hap
Senate. Suggested
I spouse of Senate this week were bald
j
indictments of Wellesley. They attack
the very core and kernel of her exis-
V section 1 ' tence ' an& as indictments they must be
amended to I Tec°9nizei by those very students who
read: The nominations of President. ham "" year mmt<"'V pilloried the
first Vice-President, second Vice- Ad » , "" !-'''" l!"» ""<• 1"/ »iosc very
President, Treasurer, Secretary and : lacultV members who have criticized
Custodian shall be made by the Ex- < the rebe"ious undergraduates. This is
the unexplainable to face the realities
sweepme music of Beethoven's Seventh
of this case, which go far beyond Fords
SymPhony w°rkinS "> an ensemble.
and Pierce-Arrows. The action of the ABainst a silver background, on which
were painted bars of music, appeared
Rhythm, clad in red. While she waited,
the eight who represented drums, half
of them in red ai blue.
double -barrel, d hh>ir
languid,
Hetty H. R. Green, since they are les"s withdn
technical, reflect more the personal Doumer an ea:
feelings of the writers. "The sturdi- elected Preside
ness of square brick structure is hap- devotion to thi
pily combined with the crocketed pin- went to cal1 °
nacles of gleaming white." wr
and the second ballot gave presented
majority. The newly ' and is si
ervice of France, and
Doumergue
Champs Elysees.
rhythm which they changed swiftly in-
to something rapid and harsh, sugges-
tive of Mary Wigman. The cymbals,
in yellow, clashed and clanged until
Rhythm herself descended to dance.
Sometimes alone, and sometimes with
the two groups, she personified rhythm
// Wellesley seniors cannot be trust- as somethii
f the nominations shall i ed with cars because of their subse- ' though a p
he Athletic Association
j
quent inattention to academic affairs tinguishable.
ated in News at least we hesitate whether to condemn most „, ^ . „ „ ,
selections. Other can-, the childishness o, the seniors or the'
_,
^oodwrnds Enter
nominated by members, shortsighted attitude of the adminis-i
on if the nomination is j tration and faculty. For three years
'
le President in writing' those seniors have supposedly main-
gned by fifty members who tained an honorable standard in their
,
nominating this girl. studies; they have presumably been
Continued on Page 2. Cot. 3) j able to inaintain this standard only\
delicate detail." To the lay mind the
following observation is particularly
j
telling: "The effect of lightness
The presidency of France
irement from active politics,
he limits of the office, howe
Doumer promises to be a firm
nan who would involve France
because of a healthy respect for the
work at hand. If now, at the end of
undergraduate careers and near the
Floats Reveal Old Legend heginning °> their lives b^ond the
he. Pirouetting and leaping gaily to
i music of the Konzertstuck of Hof-
mn, the leader was followed by the
it of the instruments. Their cos-
nes were orange, brown and green,
tights with jerkins over them, and a
Juniors Win Class Races:
top in contrast to the sturdiness of the rather thar
bottom is noted. This was accomplished litical P°sil
by the vertical lines which carry the M - Briand is an object of specu
eye from the mass below to the light- wiI1 ne retire from his positi
ness and voids above." A sense of the Foreign Minister in face of the o
fitness of the Tower is caught by a tion o! nationalist feeling? True
girl who writes that "light and shade word . he has gone back to Geneva
are charmingly caught and flung from 'Continued on Page 3. Cot. 2)
its variously-turned faces, and the '
fringe around
The string
and purple, were far more serious than
college, they are still to I any of those Precedine them. The deep
uler
.
a :"— be regarded as unwilling horses pushed tones of the cell° and the hiSn Pizzi "
in war On Friday evening, May 15, thel fo the water's edge, we wonder what\ mtc
id po- whole of college combined with a large
\
good their enforced drinking has done
awhile number of friends, relatives and 1 them. They are said to be deprived
lation. neighbors gathered by the lake shore of the privilege of miming automobiles
on of to witness the thrills and the beauties because they cannot resist the tempta-
pposi- of Wellesley Float Night. The races' fion to ride when they should be
his began in the growing dusk on a lake studying—this is the situation with
>vas smooth enough to delight the
r
which we are brought face to face.
of any oarswoman. The race of the
! (Continued on Page 7. Col. 2)
Second Crews
the top
changing color Hold Mirror To Nature In
uggle only the
Seniors and 1 Senate Will Not Recommend an?
Collegiate Gothic
Collegiate Gothic as a style comes in
a good deal of criticism from some Veiled in
the artists of '31. The too narrow, ' Camels and
long rooms of Stone-Davis are at- Ha". at 4:40 i
buted to the style, and a general lack came a Holy
comfort at the expense of variation I as Freshmen
shape is seen. That system
missing in the style is pointed
Sophomores were con-
Seniors' Academic Travesty rZUl^&'Sr Si That Car Rule Be Changed
was in the First Crew race that the
j
smoky incense of thrill of the evening was provided
Juniors, rumored favorites
Thursday, May 14, be- for last place, pulled up from behind,
' Holies, whence such
;
passing the Freshmen and Sopho-
i and Faculty were barred,
i mores, and finally glided in just ahead
net portals shook on the of the Seniors.
inges as mighty thunder- After the christening of the Fresh-
Senate will n
Administration
made in the p
out in one paper. "The very flex-, mgs of mirth swept the hall. To an man shell (Timoga
ibility of this building type points to : outsider there would probably be little
j
of the "W" by all four crews, it was
the fact that plans are complicated and I cause for mirth in the sight of a score announced that the Seniors had a
any real system practically lacking. , and some individuals, somewhat idio- , marvelous and extraordinary surprise.
The unfortunate distribution of small | syncratic in appearance, it is true, butj Into the beams of the searchlight
windows leads to the even more un- not so exceedingly strange for all that.' rowed jauntily the Crew of 1889!
fortunate result of young things be-
j
These persons strode, stalked, minced,. Their skirts flew wide while both hats
spectacled while still in their prime."; sidled, or bounced down the aisle, (not and boat tilted at a rakish angle.
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4) ! one undulated), and ranged them- Then in the black night, there
selves on the stage to hold Academic passed by the vision of the Idylls of
Council,
:for : ;for 1
130, which is open for the use of all
students. Bring to the C. A. Office
before June 1 any books of Fiction,
Poetry, Religion, Psychology, Phil-
osophy or Social questions which
you care to donate. No textbooks,
King. The floats. 1
i Monday night pe-
will 1
ommendation
but to the student signers of the peti-
tion the following resolution is re-
turned: That since the reason for the
withdrawal of the all-year privilege for
seniors was academic, Senate sees no
ate passages, but for the most
he dance was melancholy in tone.
Sibelius' Valse Triste and Beethoven's
Sonata Pathetique were in complete
harmony with this conception.
I A clever, and somewhat unusual,
number was that in which the Sharps
and Flats arranged
most every possible
small girls for flats. They moved
ne with the syncopated rhythm of
Grofe's Three Shades of Blue-Helio-
Spade Is Given
The most brilliant costumes were
those of the brasses, coppery green and
electric blue. Martha Dunnick, in
charge of Tree Day, was the leader.
As the groups massed on the stage,
Symphony and her aides, her pages
carrying her train, approached from
the south. The Spirit of Tree Day
carrying the spade, disguised as a note
of music, gave it to the Sophomore
the Spade, who in turn passed
Receiver of the Spade. The
freshmen, followed closely by the soph-
their tree, where they






More Meetings For Clubs
; the same meeting it was moved
voted that the departmental clubs
the i
Waban, after this exhibition of sev- the graciousness of Geraint and Enid, Club be given the right to meet on
eral hundred girls giggling. Percivale's vision of the Grail, Tristan any Friday nights during the year,
The aim of the select assembly, as and Isolt and the fading beauty of provided that the total number of meet-
"Mousie" Stix announced, was two- Arthur's death were all a part of the ings does not exceed two a month, and
fold: to enable cats to look at kings glowing pageant which swept across ; with the additional provision that only
(received in silence), and to hold a the lake. six of these Friday nights will be re-
mirror up to nature (loud applause)
.
The evening ended with the reading
j
served by the Social Schedule Commit-
iContinued on Page 6, Col. 1 & 2) \ (Continued on Page 8, Col. 2 & 3) | tee for the clubs.
EVERYONE COME TO
FIELD DAY
THIS AFTERNOON AT 3:3
AT MARY HEMENWAY
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
How The Other Half
Lives
Service that Einstein says: "No ex-
ams." He would have education "a
free and living process, with no drill-
ing of the memory and no examina-
tions, mainly a process of appeal to
the senses in order to draw out deli-
cate reactions."
From The Plainsman we hear of wild
doings. One of the Tulane professors
recently tried out a unique test on one
of his classes. One of the students,
wild-eyed and hair disheveled, rushed
into Professor Earl D. Myer's law class
with a red pump in his hand and cried.
"I'll get you for that quiz."
The professor disarmed him and
drew a pistol from his desk as two of
the football players tackled the stu-
dent, believing him insane.
The professor then said, "Quiet,
please. Every one sit down and write
briefly exactly what happened."
Afterward he explained it was an
experiment to show "unreliability ot
court testimony." One student had
the intruder wielding an ax, another
wrote that the professor fired the pis-
tol, a third said the student cursed.
"The 'only child,' long the butt of
criticism and ridicule, at last has a
champion in the person of Dr. D. A.
Worcester, of the University of Neb-
"In almost every talent, character,
and habit, the professor of educational
psychology finds the only child supe-
rior to those from families with numer-
ous offspring.
"Two public schools in Lincoln, Ne- i
braska, were the laboratories for Dr.
I
statistics show that the single child
tops his playmates in personal orderli-
ness, cleanliness, dependability, in-
dustry, truthfulness, and self-control.
"The mental alertness of the single
child is far in the lead of the child
who has brothers and sisters."
"A new form of insurance has been
originated at the University of Col-
!
orado. Some of the students have
I
taken out policies against being called ]
LINDIN EXHIBITED
AT COLLEGE MUSEUM
A retrospective exhibition of paint-
ings by Carl Eric Lindin may be seen
at the Wellesley College Art Museum
.
until May 27th. These paintings cover
a period between 1896 and 1931 and
naturally represent several phases of,
the artist's development. For this
J
Swedish-Am erican painter rhythm of.
RADICALISM FADES
FROM COLLEGE LIFE
Conservatism, as opposed to the
radical point of view of ten years ago,
is the key-note of life and thought in
the Eastern college of today, says Wil-
liam Harlan Hale in his Dirge for Col-
lege Liberalism in the May 13th issue
of the New Republic.
Mr. Hale, a senior at Yale Univer-
sity, traces the loss of college liberal-
J
ism to the disappearance of interest in
politics and to the conservative dress
and conventional manners of today.
The average American college student,
so Mr. Hale tells us, scorns politics and
all political questions as beneath him,
During the last presidential campaign,
the Republican and Democratic rallies
attempted at Yale were utter failures,
and when the Dean of the Yale Grad-
uate School was recently elected Gov-
ernor of Connecticut not a student eye
Because of this complete lack of in-
fluential political thought in the uni-
versities, there is an amazing uncon-
cern with all conditions of the present
and problems of the future. Liberal
clubs in student organizations struggle
along on a meagre existence, and de-
bating in the large Eastern colleges
has almost disappeared,
college interest in politic
for real leaders, not for
The death of college ',
expressed itself along other lines, says
Mr. Hale. He calls to mind the baggy
trousers, the tumble-down Fords, the
collegiate semi-bohemianism of several
years ago and contrasts them with the
black suits and stiff collars which the
smart young student of today wears
on the slightest provocation. Now the
college man who wishes to make a
mark for himself casts aside any loud
dress and wears unostentatious, smart,
expensive clothes. This conservatism
can even be traced to feminine attire
with its obvious return to Victorian
fashions. The new tendency towards
2s an awkward self-
the social air, for
there prevails the constant fear of
falling into something which "isn't be-
ing done."
Still further is this conservatism
pressed in the writings and publica
tions of the Eastern undergraduate
The Harvard Crimson, Mr. Hale thinks
is the only large college paper whose
editors have been wide-E
eralities. Overemphasis
fraternities and secret ,
Mr. Hale suggests tr
geous university could
change the conservativ
its students by including a fiery hot-
j
head or two among its major teachers.
He feels that there is no food for the
future thinkers of the nation in cer-
tain "thoroughly Tennysonian" and
"cloistered" faculty. An uncourageous
faculty, and Mr. Hale feels that cou-
rage is not common to most faculty,
presents no opportunity for the devel-
opment of young men who are leaders
and not merely football heroes. The
waning student vitality, with its iso-
lation from the new world and its





V. Riddle's, 123 Walker





such conservatism is taking the des-
tiny of the future from these students'
hands. The real leaders and the cen-
ter of power will possibly come from
A. A. AMENDMENT
(Continued From Page 1, Col. 3)
The the
































ivc chosen our intensive course
THE C. F. YOUNG SCHOOL
for Secretarial Training
the i
The portraits included in the exhi-
.
bition, those of an "Old Lady," of the|
artist's father, and of Hervey White,
are of his earliest period. The last of the
;
three has a good deal of vitality and i
shows the decorative quality which is
later to develop so freely.
After the early painting which was
done while Mr. Lindin was working
at Hull House, in Chicago, comes a
period of experiment. The Canal
shows Childe Hassam's influence, while
the Still Life would seem to come dur-
ing the era when the French moderns
decreed sti 1-life painting.
The, int
strongly ir Springtime, Chailly, and
Fireflies in Moonlight. These are pure
Carl Lindin has used simplification
in most of his later paintings; A Fjord
in Sweden and The Valley of the
Moon, in j articular, show his attempt
to achieve this modem principle of
painting.
The gra iation of tones in some of





Are you skeptical? Don't you think IT'S POSSIBLE?
IF YOU DON'T, we DON'T BLAME YOU, BECAUSE
IT HARDLY seems credible. BUT it is true, neverthe-
less. Come down and let us show you.
Wilbar's Wellesley Shop
On The Square Wellesley, Mass.
r~
Foothills, a ruddy landscape, is one of
the most solid bits of painting in the
exhibition. In a water-color, The
Farmstead, the most convincing ap-
proach to tl e modern sp .it k
LOST ON TREE DAY 1
A white gold watch, imtia s E.
T. B. Wil finder please retui n to
Betty Brastow, 314 S.one Hall
.:
EXPERT PUR CRAFTSMEN
HANDLE YOUR FUR GARMENTS
FROM THE MOMENT THEY ARE
PLACED IN OUR CARE UNTIL
YOU WITHDRAW THEM FROM
OUR FUR STORAGE VAULTS.
KENr.
Lamson * Hubbard
A pocket everywhere you





SO soft, and yet so tai-
lored, these sport jackets
that button demurely up to
an untrimmed neckline.
Besides being useful,
they're awfully smart with
a black, navy or brown
skirt for contrast.








To drive, to town, to
golf, to picnic, to
just plain lounge
around in, there are




piece, of course. Lus-
cious pastels in tune
with the season.
Baby pink, sky blue,
buttercup, willow
green. Sizes 14 to
20, $8.75.
WE L LESLEY COLLEGE NEWS
THE PEREGRINATING PRESS
W
world whei e papers and examinations
have becom e illusionary and abstract.
The Arthu ian atmosphere combined
with the estheticism of musical pag-
eantry make even a critical biblio-
graphy see n mythical. The Monday
that follow every week-end, however
,- sufficient unto itself.
,-p HE campus seems to have been
1 overrun lately with parents. They
are known by the air of gentle pro-
pnetor^hip vith which they observe the
murals anc ramble through Tower
Court. Parents are usually cheerfully
enduring souls. They climb the hills
Academic Council dc
• "What do they do?" as]
awed whisper. The other .
was determined not be :
with magnificent determination. They
meet their daughters' friends with
steadfast cordiality. They may be tired
but they always must be ready to take
scores of girls about in the novelty of
an automobile. They feed enough peo-
ple to run their own household for a
week. About them always hangs the I
vague murmur of "Beautiful campus—
\
perfectly beautiful." Through them one !
begins to realize the ideal Wellesley.
THE dog which became such a part
of Tree Day ceremonies has been
the subject of many speculations. His
abandoned grace was such that many
thought he might be part of the
Rhythm dance. His leaping disappear-
ance over the hill at the finale of the
dance certainly seemed to show the
proper spirit of his background. But
when he also appeared with Strings
and Brasses one began to realize that
he was merely an animated spectator.
Some who felt the Spirit of the News
behind the scenes suggested that it was
Adonais become exuberantly visible.
Perry wishes to say that Adonais, who
is his very good friend, never would
allow himself to become so conspicu-
ous. Besides, Adonais has no such
over-powering appreciation for music.
PERRY was fortunate enough to
watch Float Night behind an en-
,
thusiastic Lit major. In the midst of ;
the scene, while he was trying to peer
out at a blue-lit barge carrying either
Sir Modred or one of his contempo-
raries, the Lit major spoke. "Why," ,
said she with all the true feeling of the !
good Wellesley English Literature stu-
dent, "would they have to give Tenny-
son? Why couldn't they have given I
'Paracelsus' or something like that?" !
Perry was so impressed that in turn-
ing around he missed Sir Modred.
IT was also at Float Night that the j
pressman discovered the novel ar-
rangements for popcorn. Instead of
paper bags grown translucent with but-
[
ter, Perry discovered a stiff cardboard
j
cone which seemed hermetically sealed.
Ruining his thumbnail he managed to
get the top off. The salt was contained
m a small paper on top which he
the faculty and then go over to Alum-
nae where they take them off." We
are afraid the first freshman still
doesn't understand.
ALTOGETHER the entire week-end
was a bit festive. There was a
birthday party for a distinctly promi-
nent senior Thursday night. Float
night and the gay '90 crew Friday
night, Tree Day Saturday, and House
Step-Singing. Perry is getting old. Al-
so he is beginning to remember his final
1 and that he no longer needs to
for him now. This is the way it all
came about. After laughing over Aca-
demic Council (student variety) on last
Friday afternoon until the girls around
scented news. He whipped up
in pursuit. Leaving death,
and cries for Blue Jay behind him. he
finally managed to catch up with the
gentleman in question.
"Please, sir," he panted out in as
winning a tone as was practicable, con-
sidering all things, "will you make a
statement for the News? I should like
to have your opinion of this perform-
Mr. Zigler eyed him queerly for a
ment would be available at the Psy-
chology Office in the morning at 10:40.
Perry fumed and fretted—in the se-
clusion of his boudoir. You see, he
proxy. The minion who "got the dope"
remarked later to Perry that Mr. Zig-
ler was laboring under the impression
ALUMNAE NOTES
ENGAGEMENTS




to Mr. Malcolm deForest Seavey, Mass-
achusetts Institute of Technology, '29,
Ecole des Beaux Arts, Fontainebleau.
France.
'30 Edith Heidingsfeld to
of Cinciir
MARRIAGES
"26 Caroline Kittenger i
ter Pierce Davis, March 4,
'29 Margarel
Peck, March 14.
"30 Jane Inglis to Mr. Ernest Clay-
BIRTH
'26 To Ruth Parlin Sanborn, a son,
|
Jnlin D;ivis Sanborn, May 6.
DEATH
*96 Angle Fletcher Heslip, May 4.
COLLEGE NOTES
ENGAGED
'31 Jean M. Langford to Lieutenant I
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especially anxious to commit himself.
Hence Perry's swelled head. He never
dreamed that he would be taken for a
professional journalist. And, in all fair-
ness, he feels called upon to remark
that, although Mr. Zigler shines as a
psychologist, he is not in Sherlock
Holmes' class as a sleuth. Perry, in
all his experience, actual and clne-
an interview in smutty golf oxfords,
and berets. He has never seen one
who wanted to take notes on the fly
i AD, oh sad, is the tale of the Fresh-
' man lacrosse team. The ranks are
i depleted by the pitiless Pro that only




( Jor Women/ )
29 East 29th St. \
30 East 30th St. (
NEW YORK CITY (
THE Ideal Residence for Those )Coming to Town for Shop- \
ping, the Theatres or to Enjoy /
the M.i: v Cultural Advantages )
Offered in New York. (
DAILY RATES—NONE HIGHER \
Rooms with Running Water (
For One — $2.00 . 2.25 <
For Two— . . . 2.50 )
Rooms with Private Batb )
For One — $2.50 . 3.00 )
For Two— 3.50 . 4.00 <
paper. After an insipid fifteen min-
utes of saltless popcorn he found out
that if the bottom were pushed out of
the cone, one might use it as a mega-
phone. There are times when a good
megaphone is a useful and efficient
object, but Perry, not seeing anybody
couraged and went home to bed.
ALUMNAE Hall became the scene for
a magnificent impromptu climax
one night last week. It was during
the rehearsal of "Anybody's Husband."
Everything was tense and the cast was
ready to rise to the culminating point
of the plot. The situation was laid
and the characters turned to the door
to wait for the entrance of the hero
who would clear up the complications.
Just at that moment the door did open.
A strange man entered. "Is this Claf-
lin Hall?" he said.
nfidences. Two
the 1
latter had 5 Hygiene
students to fill the quota. In spite of
such assistance, the Junior victory was
9-2. The Seniors, perhaps baffled by
J
the thought of Friday, thereupon de-
cided not to play the Freshmen, on the
score that the numbers of the '34 team
were too inadequate. Such a decision
[
has nothing to do with the glory of




(Continued From Page 1, Col. 2)
take his customary seat in the League
of Nations Council, and has the spirit
to reaffirm his internationalist views by
presenting, in opposition to the Austro-
German pact, a constructive plan for






Mis Simplicity foundation garments
lould (he figure beautifully. New light weight materials.
Ideal for summer wear. $5.00 and up.




BLUE AND GOLD WITH THE COLLEGE
SEAL—A GIFT THAT IS DIFFERENT
Proceeds to Be Given to Wellesley
Street
Citv and State
COLLEGE ORDERS DELIVERED AFTER JUNE 1ST
College Representative—Dorothy Upjohn 313 Tower
The Collegian's favorite of the moment
Che "Crushable"
Turban
The bow-trimmed style sketched is but one
version of these flattering, comfortable, inex-
pensive little "crushables". Up-to-the-minute
collegians are buying them in several colors to
match different costumes. And they're wearing
them for sports, motoring, shipboard and
street wear. In white, black, navy
and pastels. Sixth floor.
R. H. STEARNS CO.
LLBSLEY COLL)






gating the existing c
have tried the pati
given us to think t
telephones should
lesley is far better off than her sister
colleges, and that the Administration
is doing everything possible to improve
conditions. The wiring and installa-
tion problems which have to be met
each time a new phone is installed are
far more complicated than we have
space to explain here. Let us put up
with our inconveniences as gracefully
as possible and realize there is more to
with than meets the eye.
must be signed with the full
of the author. Initials
ivill be used if the writer so desires.
The Editors do not hold them-
selves responsible for opinions and
statements in this column.
Contributions should be in the






keep posted as to
ifter bell
s begin
ning of the hour the time belongs to i
the instructor—every second of it;
when the bell at the end of the hour
rings the time belongs to the student,









athletic point of view of the
should freshmen with 13 or
points be barred from te;
sophomores and juniors and seniors
with the same number of points, if;
not less, go blithely on playing on their
teams? Isn't there some way that!
freshmen with the number of quality
points required of other classes can
make teams? Again, is it fair to put
girls on pro in the middle of Spring
term just before teams are announced
and not take some off who have brought
their work up since midyears? When
all four classes are not on equal basis
academically, is it necessary to keep
on an unequal basis in athletics?
A CLASS COMMENT
To the Wellesley College News
The Crew Race




he Art Lecture Hal
visiting
THE TRIBUTE
[T's coming—the postponeless Creature;
y 13, at 7:30, in I IT gains the green and now
Miss Sirapie Der IT poises there,
stirrer in the Art j Chooses its path from all the other




brief resume of his- Enters l
! she "You ki
• of comparative- ', Recognition,
n Art in Armenia From chuckling Onlookers,
iristian era and con- 1 But glances of dismay from
Byzantine period. Graceful Tree Day nymphs.
Les- Yet on IT stalks
ser Armenia, show two entirelv differ- Then leaps and Ir
ent art styles, the former being much With cocked heac
more eastern, while the latter, more And saucy fiourlsl
often in contact with Byzantine and | To arborial
Latin influences, is decidedly a more Celebrations
western art





To begin with, most of the buildings
on campus were built before the daysi
when telephoning was as necessary and I
as common as it is now. Therefore]
the wiring facilities of most of the
buildings are limited, and if the con-,
duits can not hold any more wires than
they already hold, the expense of in-
stalling new phones is very heavy. Un- l
known to most of us, putting in a tele-
phone often involves cutting through
walls, making
run underground) and, if
lege phone, establishing
with the switch board in Green Hall. I
To continue with our revelations,
each telephone in a dormitory intend-
ed for in-coming calls must be an-
,
swered by a maid. Having listed tele-
phones on the upper floors of dormi-
tones might thus necessitate maids on
these floors, unless the girls answered
the calls themselves, which would be
inefficient. Such an arrangement would
also be a nuisance, as the girls living
near the phones would always have to
answer the calls or else try to carry
congratulations to all connected, either
as performers or as workers behind the
scenes, with this year's Tree Day Pag-
"They're off!"—the race had b
The accumulated force of tradition
The boats sprang forth with one
Each girl strained on her oar
—
Each figure in perfect unison,
is great. It is pleasant to think that
Wellesley in the fifty-odd years of her
existence has accumulated many pleas- As shouts rose from the shore
down to the seventeenth century, but
, the ones of the twelfth and thirteenth
are the finest. Figure style is never so
important as ornament, and sculpture
[
quality of the art is thus str>
|
every way.





the 1. . the 1
tended for out-going calls, must quite
naturally promise a certain return to
the Telephone Company before it can
he installed. Although it would seem
that such phones would be in con-
stant use, the fact that they are not




Through the force of
he years behind them they possess a
veight of appeal to their audience.
5ut it would be regrettable indeed if
he various annual celebrations of Wel-
traditional reputation. In the past we
have come away from sundry celebra-
tions with a feeling of discontent at
the back of our minds. Was this the
far-famed Tree Day or Float Night or
last step-singing? Why then did we
have a feeling suspiciously akin to bore-
dom? But this year's Tree Day Pag-
eant was from beginning to end inter-
esting and entertaining to a high de-
gree. With no unpleasant reservation
in the back of our minds we would
extend again our heartiest congratu-
Since the advent of
Wellesley Goes the Model League of
International Nations, Wellesley has
gone decidedly inter-
national. Most recent manifestation
fare Day of the Women's Internation- i
al League for Peace and Freedom}
when a short talk was given at the
home of Miss Vida Dutton Scudder,
advocating total
World Disarmament
will be held in Geneva in February :
The boats swept onward four abreast
The seniors a bit in the lead,
The spectators screamed encourage-
nportant. This style is not
THE REBUFF
Oh, Shadow on the grass!
Art thou the Dug-Out's
Guardian?




Oh, Shadow on the grass
(Although there is no sun)













The morale of the juniors 1
few days
Which steadily seemed to
The News Hound
and the ornament is more delicate The ' rence hV him w!l0se honor it involved.
' line shows great variation and flexibil-
ity. Floral designs as well as geometrii
patterns are used. The colors are very He -S done all things a big dog should.
delicate, and there are endless combi- what's more, a middle-sized one.
nations of motifs. During the twelfth Por years ne >s poked his nose in holes
i and thirteenth centuries particularly
' Wnere folks obscurely toiled,
Silecian work shows Byzantine influ- a^ made himself a nuisance just
ence, but the Armenian artist is never To find now wneels are oiled
.
;
slavish in copying. He reinterprets the
| And when he's found work worthy
Byzantine, adding typically Armenian ! praise,
details. There is a real national per- The author incognito,
sonulity in all Armenian work, i
' Armenian art, even that produced i
der foreign rule, was able to cause
installed on the Third floor of Tower of 1932.
Court, and one is to be put in the base- Upon the success of this confer-
ment of the Library. ence may depend the future peace of
About three years ago, Mr. Lovejoy the world, for Its failure might be
of the Telephone Company made an forerunner to a second world war. This
investigation of the telephone facil- danger the W. I. L. recognizes and
ities at Wellesley. Although he de- hopes to prevent by a circulation of
cided that said facilities were not ade- petitions, expressive of public opinion
quate, a like investigation of other in thirty-five countries of the world,
women's colleges showed that Wellesley and by which they hope to some de-
was better equipped than any of the gree to influence the statesmen of the
rest. If rumor is correct, Yale Uni-
versity has no telephones in student What with the new I. R. C. the re-
dormitories so that telegraphing is a cent introduction of a chapter of the
frequent method of reaching the in- L. I. D., and the present interest in
mates! the W. I. L., we are beginning to feel
So let us remember when we fume most plea'singly cosmopolitan and pro-
at the lack of service and feel that the fessional. No one can now accuse Wel-
dearth of telephones is a deliberate sit- lesley of being backward in respect
uation to try our fortitude, that Wel- to interest in outside affairs.
AMEN FROM THE FACULTY
To the Wellesley College News:
of College News titled "Gracious Ges-
ture" recalls an amusing experience I
had during my last year (1926-1927) on
the music faculty at Wellesley. On
one spring morning I walked into the
lines. The
SENIORS OBSERVE
Continued From Page 1, Col. 1
complications <
He's made his besi acknowlecimneu
Without being indiscreet. Oh,
Here and there he's wandered in a
Random search for fun.
Committed acts erratic just
To tell what he had done.
In short he's done his utmost to
Amuse a slumbrous college
Which sometimes seemed too much in
In dull pursuit of knowledge.
iter all these years of honest
t lie is >addened
bellgs Hall class room as
and was astonished to
of twenty-five or thirty
They seated themselves
the morning. Before the closing bell
I said to the class, "While I appreciate
deeply your rising when I entered the
class room doubtless as a token of re-
spect to an instructor, it is the first
time, during the twenty-seven years
that a
i style, with its
mazes of doors, are considered by
almost every student as disadvantages
of Collegiate Gothic buildings.
On the other hand, few papers fail
to mention the adaptability of the
style to rolling New England hills, the
charm of irregularity, the pleasing ef-
fect of light and shade, and the beauty
of the imposing, inspiring up-reaching
lines. One paper sums it up. The Col-
legiate Gothic style is "a boon to all
lend itself to the softening influence of
ivy, but it affords ample opportunity for
oak leaf borders, Latin quotations, and






Sacrifice is soon forgot.
You have drawn a luckless lot.
Next year, in the bleak December,
Do you think she will remember?
Will she wear your clothes or not?





PLYMOUTH—Art and Mrs. Bottle
WILBUR—Third Little Shoio
(he inlrrpsting wild life
y, Tuesday, and Wednes-
week, May 25, 26, 27, the
7ill be Will Rogers in
Yankee. Those who
ginal by Mark Twain
wno nave seen the stage ver,
enjoy the movie version as wi
combination of perhaps Jjrc.ili'si c
ART AND MRS. BOTTLE
Art and Mrs. Bottle, a play by Benn
W. Levy, opened this week at the
Plymouth Theatre with Jane Cowl in
the role of Celia Bottle and Leon
Quartermaine playing the part of Max
Lightly. The piece itself is too
vehement for satire, too facetious for
drama, too frothy for a problem play.
It must be described as light, amus-
ing—to be enjoyed and forgotton.
As such it is hardly suited to the his-
trionic abilities of Jane Cowl, who does
her best with a part offering slight op-
portunity for distinguished acting.
This slight opportunity, however, Miss
Cowl utilizes to a degree that some-
what redeems the entire performance
from extinction; for her stage presence
is as usual charming and her native
j
sense of humor enables her to char- !
acterize sympathetically. Unfortunate-
ly the rest of the cast do not acquit
|
themselves with Miss Cowl's distinc-
tion. A tendency toward over-acting
on the part of the masculine members
of the cast, the stiff unnaturalness of
Marion Evenson as Judy Bottle makes
the support weak.
Yet the entire cast was working at a
I
disadvantage. Their very lines were of- !
fen out of character; situations reached
the point of being ridiculous. The per-
[
sonal prejudice of the author seeped
!
through the words of passionate de-
nunciation of art, revealing a tendency
to confuse art itself with the life of the
:
artist in labeling painting as useless
After Romeo and Juliet and The
\
Road To Rome to see Jane Cowl cast
in a mediocre play is disappointing
Yet it is a testimony to her genius that
j
she makes appealingly natural the part,
of wife and mother returning to her
j
family after twenty years of a disso-
lute, continental life, a part that might
I
easily have degenerated to the artificial
N. L. W., '32
FOCUSSED ON THE SCREEN
and Saturday
23. the Com-
On ThurKktv Fi k!;i
of this week, May 21,
munity Playhouse w
items, both differing
the ordinary run of films; these are;
Skippy, and Mr. and Mrs. Giffordl
Pinchot and their son Giffy on a\
Cruise to the South Seas. In Skippy,
\
the leading role is taken by Jackie,
Cooper and that of his best friend by
Robert Coogan. The story tells of
Skippy, who has made friends in
Shanty Town, which his father as
health officer has condemned to be
torn down. When his best friend, a
Shanty Town boy, loses his dog by way
of the dog catcher's truck, Skippy and
his friends get busy in a brave attempt!
to raise the license money before the'
dog is to be killed; and after many
ups and downs of a most trying nature i
save not only the dog but Shanty
Town as well. The acting of the chil- I
dren in the leading roles makes an un-
usual picture.
The cruise of the Pinchot family is
!
a production of the Talking Picture
Epics, Inc. This firm has also pro-
j
duced such pictures as Simoa, and
Around the World Via Graf Zeppelin.
Ex-Governor Pinchot planned this
trip when he was in college, forty
years ago; through the years the plan
grew until the trip was finally ar-
ranged on the three masted schooner
Mary Pinchot, with camera men and
scientists along. The itinerary in-
cludes the Spanish Main, Grand Cay-
man, Galapagos, Marquesas, Society
Islands, Tahiti, and Treasure Islands;
America's
the greatest living A
as actor should prove well nigh irresis-
tible. The film affords the additional
advantage of a new slant on Arthurian
Romance.
With Connecticut Yankee will be
given June Moon, from the musical




Too commonly we are inclined to
date. America's lawlessness from the
Eighteenth Amendment and Al Ca-
pone; Professor William E. Dodd in
the New York Times Magazine for May
17 traces the tendency to colonial days
and shows its development since that
time. He says, "Colonel John Wash-
ington, first of that great name in
American history, violated in 1673 not
only the most solemn engagement of
his people, but ignored a flag of truce
and murdered a group of Indian pris-
oners not far from the site of the
present capital of the United States;
and the first of the George Masons, as
well as the first of the great Brent
family, played the roles of ruthless
frontiersmen on the dark and bloody
ground which lay between the Rap-
pahannock and the Susquehanna
Rivers. Like situations and like char-
acters marked the rapid progress of
the Massachusetts Bay people west-
ward across the Connecticut and the
Hudson River valleys. And the lead-
ers of the long frontier from Albany
to Augusta were, in 1776 and remained
American social a
havior.
The British Government enacted
the most stringent trade regulations
designed to control the commerce of
the vast no man's region, the South
Atlantic Ocean. Not a Colony, north
or south, but violated these laws regu-
larly and purposely for a whole cen-
tury before the birth of the United
States. In South Carolina, in Mary-
land and in Massachusetts it was a
common saying in 1700, as in 1776,
that Colonial juries would not convict
men who ignored maritime law; and
all the world knew that the Presidentl
of the Continental Congress just be-
1
fore the outbreak of the Revolution
was a notorious smuggler of goods into
Boston.
The Federal anti-slave trade act of;




Members of Cabinets whose business
it was to punish importers of African
slaves seem to have been chosen with
j
of the United States in Providence, 1
New York, Charleston, and New Or-
\
leans gave slight attention to the most I
brazen violations of the law; and many'
times the courts of the nation delayed
action, when prosecutions were under-
taken, and applied technicalities until
ship captains who had brought in
hundreds of Africans, and local pur-
chasers who bought their chattels, had
time to escape without punishment. It
was commonly estimated that as many
as 10.000 slaves were brought into the
country every year between 1807 and




The United States is now paying the
cost. In any great city of the country
there are today more violent deaths
in a year than there are in the whole
of Great Britain with a population of
50.000,000. Unthinking and unreading
people attribute these deaths and the
accompanying robberies to the enact-
ment of the Eighteenth Amendment
and its enforcing law of 1919. There
were many streams of tendency and
behavior already focusing upon the
present social order before the fanati-
cal drys. deeply unconscious of history,
and their equally fanatical opponents,
mous reform measures of 1918-19.
It is an acknowledged fact that the
Eighteenth Amendment carried in all
but five or six States by large and law-
the law of 1890. There was no que;
tion of the constitutional proprieties i
warned against the risks involved; ar
1 hi' iHilb)-'
although
To this day the most pious and so-
cially minded people of the Eastern,
and Midwestern States, avowed paci-
1
fists, boast privately and before public
grandfathers joined the mobs of the
1850's and stayed up of nights to man
the underground railroads in order
that national laws might be made null
From 1893 until the day when Wood-
row Wilson modified the anti-trust law
so that good trusts might flourish,
good labor organizations might be ex-
empt from prosecution and even
farmers might combine, if they could,
to mulct the unorganized elements of
the public, there had been as little en-
forcement of the act of 1890 as of that
of 1807. As in the case of the South-
erners, so later in that of the Northern
industrialists: the powerful talked
daily of the sacred Constitution and
yet daily violated a law enacted in the
spirit and according to the letter of
'.lint Constitution.
To force social control of railway
corporations, the Interstate Commerce
Commission had been organized In
1887. To limit the powers of unpre-
cedented industrial corporations, the
savage Africans to their nat
or the masters of trusts
their gigantic i
LOST, Friday, May 15
Lapis and Marquisite Dinner
Ring
Please notify Bethine Coe.
Tower Court.
DR. DWIGHT R. CLEMENT
Dentists
DR. COPELAND MERRILL
Wellesley Sq. Phone 1901*190)
Dr. F. Wilbur Mottley, M. A,
DENTIST
Colonial Bldg. Wei. 1212-M
DR. PAUL E. EVERETT
OSTEOPATHY
PHYSIOTHERAPY
HOURS: 2:30 P. M. to 5:00 P. M.
Waban Block Tel. Wei. 0300-W
1890 ( the i
trust law of that year. Like the anti-
slave trade law of 1807, it was the re-
sult of many fears and much study;
it was certainly no hasty measure and
nearly all the greater leaders of the
i :e the situation of 1807, there
w if any States ready and will-
offer resistance, although the






Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
"Skippy"
Jackie Cooper, Robert Coogan
Mitzi Green and Jackie Searl
Week of May 25





Golf with Johnny Farrell Pathi
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
George Arliss
DR. STANLEY E. HALL
DENTIST














Only one more week to take advantage of
mr wonderful values in Corsets and Brassieres
0'. on Our Regular Stock.
Semi-Step-In Corsets
Formerly priced at $11.95. Now St
Satin Girdles
Reduced to $1.95.
Garter Belts for the growing- girl.
Sale Price S1.45
vy Bandeaux—uplift type—Sale Prict
' Dexdale Hosiery §1-00—Newest Shad
Exquisite French Underwear
at amazingly low prices.
—
— Ivy Corset Shop
McC.utch eon's
FIFTH AVENUE AT FORTY-NINTH STREET
^
;; NEW YORK CITY
See our exhibition
at Wellesley Display
Shop . . Wellesley









The author of All Quiet on the Wes-
tern Front now comes forward with a
second moment-to-moment narration,
this time describing the throes of at-
tempted readjustment to life in time
of what is called peace. Like the best-
seller of 1930, The Road Back presents
stark, vivid pictures that are impres-
sive, however one's tastes may dictate
a final feeling toward the book "and
its contents.
A sense of almost insurmountable
odds pervades the pages of the book.
Thirty-two from a company of two
hundred men return in straggling
march to their respective homes.
Ideals, sympathetic contact with the
past, understanding relations with the
world to which they are coming back-
all are lost. To one thing every sol-








his final utter- Madame X (Name suppressed in the
r earthly life led interest of tantalizing the teachers)
.
e to another, but I one sees the real undergraduate some-
e-field to a new I what disguised, then suddenly forgets
is short, broth- i it and sees a totally different set of
hour!"
|
features, a real individual,
come out as a "it was quite unlike
th the taste that council in some respects,
s; here is a man certain parts. For example, the Col-
his spirit to an iege Recorder is not the secretary of
i; here he has the Council.
struck a vibrant chord, and there he "it was a much cherished experience.
has manifested unusual perception. The i Wjsn i could be permitted the privi-
weight of the book, then, as a "spirit- ]ege more often. This was my first
ual journey" lies in these details, and attendance.
not in any sweeping, broad philosophy, »Tne biggpst defect was the fact that
or crashingly "successful" life-story. | it fn \\ed to include the
The distinct touches of the roman-
j
hoids the un |que position
ticist are not infrequent, and manj
of a fine lyrical quality. In fact
descriptions are invaluable in con
ing the mood, and in sustain inti Hit
sired atmosphere of the Intangibl
What supplements the quality o!








It is from this emptiness tha
men must build something to
their lives by. When the moral 1
a millionaire profiteer, and
thoughtful companion-respected lieu-
tenant, finding himself the victim of
a dread disease, commits suicide, what
;
is there left for a man to put his faith i
From the hopeless tangle in which'
many have lost themselves there grad-
ually evolves a course to follow—the i
"It will be a road like other roads,
with stones and good
places torn up, with villages and fields
—a road of oil. And I shall be alone.
Perhaps som etimes I shall find some-
journey-but for all of it, probably no
• I will go on and not look back.
Perhaps I shall never really be
happy again and no doubt I shall al-
ways be a ittle inattentive and no-
at home. But I shall
probably n ver be wholly unhappy
either—for omething will always be
there to sus ;ain me, be it merely my
own hands, or a tree, or the breathing
earth."
L. E. M., -33
Notes of a Vagabond: Ways of Men,
by Waldema Bonsels. Translated by J.
B. Mussey. Albert & Charles Boni,
For a book purporting to be lull o:
the imaginative wanderings of a sen-
sitive and rare kind of hobo. Walde-
modern experiment. His idea is clear
enough: it is the growth of his own
rebellious spirit to what he feels to be I
maturity. He carries us from the first I
to the last stages of this growth by re-
counting seven outstanding relation-
ships in his life beginning with Holler,
the "companion of (his) restless i
youth," who was "caught in the outward I
appearance of things, like an insect in
'
a spider web, which thinks itself free I
because it swings, and which does not
;
fall only because it is suspended." The
first chapter presages well, and this
good forecast is reached again in the
:
last two episodes. In fact, we read
through to the meeting with Tela and
the climax, at the end, to realize that
here the author has expressed his real
j
meaning (if there is any one thought 1
ment that he begins to realize a new
strength and a new fullness in life. The
awakening touch through Teia's ap-
she almost turns him from his path
into a conventional mould. Winter
comes, however, and his job as garden-
er on her estate is at an end. With self-
confident submission, he offers to go
his way, not feeling wholly glad at los-
ing Teia, but certainly feeling a new
richness for a vigorous, honest friend-
It is with the tale of Scholander that
Bonsels expresses his deepest philo-
sophical conviction. He leaves us to our
The book has shortcomings in a shal-
low psycho-philosophic style, but its
moments of insight are heartening and
worth experiencing. We put the final
judgment of the book in the author's
own words: "A man who really has
something to say worries about this
talent only when something prevents
him from writing," and Bonsels has
) say by way of delving in-
V*. H. Vassar. '32
j
CAT SEES KING IN
ACADEMIC TRAVESTY
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2) I
The Council proper, however, once as- I
sembled, had a different, and a
weighty, matter for consideration—the
j
motion: Agreed, that after June, 1931,1
the Senior Class shall be abolished.
The Council was not backward about
discussing the question, when it man-
j
aged to keep to said question. Toi
judge by the applause of the audi-
1
ence. the remarks of Miss Edith John- i
son and Miss Fetter were entertaining
!
theme of Wellesley Tradition, and the,
tale of dear old College HaU wasi
touched upon by Miss Tufts with the ;
peerless artistry of one who has known
.
and loved the college since "way back
when." Mr. Sheffield cleared up the
question considerably by putting the,
whole thing down in white on the]
blackboard, while Mr. Hamilton risked
his neck on the steps in an attempt to
bring "heavenly harmony" to the
meeting.
The motion. Agreed, that after June,
1931, the Senior Class shall be abol-
ished, was finally put to the vote.
"Aye." spoke up President Pendleton,
whose idea it was in the first place,
apparently.
"No." voted the rest of the Council
(poor dears).
Thereupon President Pendleton an-







Cor. Crest Road and
Central Street
Tel. Wei. 0969 or 0970
Someone to drive with me from
New York Citv to Los Angeles
via Chicago. Kansas Citv, Denver
and Grand Canyon!
One wav—starting about June
12th. Pay half gas and oil—car
expenses—not over fifty dollars.
(




Zigler from the Council is said to have
|
been due to his presence in the audi-
ence, privilege of an Honorary Member
of the class of '31. Though his valu-
abolition were unavailable, his com-
ment on the Academic Council, exclu-
sively for the News, is printed below.
"There were a great many striking
parallels between actual and mythical
personalities. But there were certain
discrepancies which were definitely ob-
vious to a psychologist. One of the
most interesting was an observation
in a sort of alternate perception.
When, for example, an individual
walked down the aisle I knew immedi-
ately "Why, that's Pres. Pen." Then




Goods Packed and Shipped.
Golf and Tennis Supplies.




We're tempted to indulge in an orgy of super-
latives—but need only give you the simple
facts:
It's the regular $5 toilet water - - - from
the contents to the quaint outer package
sealed-in-France!
- -
-it's a fragrance that's delicate, yet lasting
—more lasting than that of many perfumes
!
it's first in America, at Jordan's; this re-
markable offer, possible because of a direct
importation from Paris.
A thoughtful little remembrance for the room-
mate, for the graduate-to-be, for someone at
home Renaud's sweet pea.
MAIL-ORDER-GRAM
JORDAN MARSH COMPANY, Boston:
For. phone orders—Call HUB bard 2700
Name
Address
Number of bottles of Renaud









From June 22nd to July 3rd, Nu-
trition Clinics, Incorporated, of 290
Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, will
hold its 43rd Nutrition Institute at the
Oceanside Hotel, Magnolia, Massachu-
setts. The course will be conducted by
Dr. Wm. R. P. Emerson and Miss Mabel
Skilton of Boston. Its object
give practical instruction in
both in individual and c
lizing children of varying ages
posted on the
vocational board, Green Hall. It was
sent to the Personnel Bureau with the
note that college girls make excellent
This should be of value to girls in-
terested in teaching, nursing, social
work, dietetics, and physical education.
Health work is steadily gaining in im-
portance throughout the country, and
there are plenty of opportunities for
well-trained people.
SENIOR WINS SCHOLARSHIP
Mary Elizabeth Dunham, 1931, has
been awarded a $1200 scholarship for
next year at the Smith College School
for Social Work.
CIVIL SERVICE POSITION OPEN
A new competitive
the position of
formation, at a salary of $3,200 a year,
is announced by the U. S. Civil Service
Commission. Applications for this ex-
be on file with the
Civil Service Commission at
. D. C, not later than June
Duties. To have general direction
and responsibility for th
tional activities of the
Bureau; to prepare news items ana
general articles on child welfare; to
furnish information requested by
newspaper and magazine writers; to
plan and supervise a clipping library;
to supervise the preparation of the
Child-Welfare News Summary (a
mimeographed periodical issued by the
bureau) ; to plan and direct the ex-
hibits and motion-picture work of the
bureau, including Children's Bureau
exhibits at national and international
expositions.
Education and Experience. Pour
years of college work with a major in
journalism, English, or the social sci-
ences, and at least three years' ex-'
perience in either journalistic or pub-
licity work is required. The journalis-
having a circulation of at least 50,000.
Writings, preferably printed, should
be submitted with the application.
DEAN ADVISES NOT
TO SEEK JOBS NOW
Physical Culture Magazine for May
contains an article by Miss Virginia
C. Gildersleeve, dean of Barnard Col-
girls graduating from college in this
year of depression should not seek jobs
unless they are forced to earn their
living.
"If the girl graduating this June has
a family that can possibly support her
for a while longer, or a kind aunt to
help her, or a little money
then she should not try to get a po^
sition in times like these," Dean Gilder.
Instead of attempting to
for jobs that are none too nume
graduate should get technical or pro-
fessional training that will enable her
in the long run to do high grade work,
the dean says. She is especially op-
posed to the entrance of wealthy col-
'ege graduates into such activities as
ordinary office work.
SILLY CUSTOM"
"A lew years ago," she says, "a silly
custom grew up among girls of the rich
set, of studying stenography and taking
Posts as clerks in offices, even though
they had no special taste for the jobs.
WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEW
CALENDAR
Wednesday. May 27: »f
Impel. Dean Waile wl)
sisted that a certain shop was very
popular with Dana Hall girls because
of their love for music, while the owner
of the shop as stoutly declared that
the reason was purely on merit and
that her victrola had been broken for
a month. Another owner bemoaned
the fact that Wellesley girls, who
(direct quotation)
athletic." dislike tc
Dana Hall students wear their hair
precisely the same as the college girls
do, in the opinion of most shops, but
one original soul thought she could no-
tice a tendency of Dana to wear the
hair off the forehead and the Wellesley
girl to allow a few locks to trickle down.
Thursday and Friday are rush days
for Wellesley. while Monday morning
and Saturday afternoon are dedicated
to Dana and Pine Manor.
The insidious bob is crawling back,
although two-thirds of the girls have
long hair now. Often as scissors are
dragged forth, the girl weakens and
thinks of the months of agony in-
volved in the growing process, and so
Smith. Marjorie Siskey, and Eugenic
Williams of the Senior Class and by
Isabel Kirch, Helen Kirk, Barbara
Trask, and Jean Wells. Juniors. The
Sophia Fiske prize for the best
Coxswain was received by Yvonne
Smith. '31, and Honorable Mention was
given to Rosalie Sherman, '33. The
best oarsman was Marjorie Breyer,








"Long may it wave!" patriotically
J
and imploringly cheer Wellesley stu-
1
dents, who seek beauty in six shoppes.
two shops, two hairdressers, and two
j
salons in the village. Whether na-
ture blessed us with black ringlets or;
straight red locks, beauty shop opera- i
tors decree that we must blossom forth
with undulations. Finger waves are,
far the most popular, and it is esti-
mated that from sixty to ninety per
Only one shop reported many mar-
I
eels, and even there the reason was
ascribed to a "growing-out" period of
;
permanents, and the proprietor de-
\
clared that in the fall seventy-five per
these days, and there is a diversity of
views about the color of polish most
in style. Some places thrust all respon-
sibility for the blood red concoction
upon Dana Hall and others think all
Wellesley prefers two or three coats of
lighter polish. But in this as in every-
thing else, no two manicurists agree.
You may choose surroundings to suit
your aesthetic taste: for the sterner
soul there is a Victorian parlor, for the
modernist a green and silver triangular
mirror, a rose-petaled affair for the
nature-lover or the sweet and simple,
and family portraits for the girl inter-
ested in heredity and environment.
And—most damning discovery of all
of i
PACKARD ROADSTER
K. & S. MOTOR CAR CO., Inc.
INDUSTRIOUS
u N9;™ rio, 8sT^ s
Frances Robinson - Duff,
then-
One solitary girl appeared
Prom fresh from a marcel iron, ac-
cording to one establishment. Towns-
people favor marcels, two shops stated,
while others as vehemently declared
they, too, prefer finger waves.
Wellesley girls eat, study, and write
letters in their attempts to improve
each shining hour, even while acquir-
ing a presentable appearance, and
many of them begin muttering to
themselves under the roar of the dryer
and a few minutes later are shouting
dates of the Fre
JUNIOR CREWS WIN
FLOAT NIGHT EVENT
of the awards by Jane Adair. President
of the Athletic Association, and an ex-
1
hibition by the Varsity Crew while the
,
students sang the Alma Mater.
The total results of the evening
were: Juniors 77.8; Seniors, 70.7; |
Sophomores, 65.5; Freshmen, 42.7.
|
"W"s were received by Marjorie I
Jeanette Prutting. Yvonne
|
Flowers for spring festivities —
To congratulate the
girl of the newly an-
nounced engagement —
to liven the atmosphere
of innumerable teas—to
add charm and chic to
the wearers — there's
nothing like flowers to




There is only one beauty shop in
Wellesley that staunchly declared it
is busy constantly and that every day
!
is a good day. (It may be pertinent
to observe that this same salon is
;
unique in claiming many Wellesley
ing that it does not wish publicity).
Most places frankly admitted that the
business depression has affected their
business to the extent that on busy
days they no longer are forced to turn
away beauty-hungry mobs and that]
girls who formerly underwent every-
shampoo their own hair and have only
:
a finger wave. A few shoppes remarked !
that their business has suffered very
little from college sources, but that
village people are paying fewer and
A cheering thought that was ex-
pressed repeatedly is that girls seldom ,
pay. There is not complete agreement i
proudly vowed that in nine years she '
has never found a college girl who did
|
not pay eventually. This year, how- i
ever, more girls are producing cash, in
j
the opinion of three shops, while two
others find more charge accounts than
Girls have work done only when they
|
are making public appearances, and
j




A Profession for the College Woman
O SPECIALLY attractive op-
portunities for the young, woman
with college background and
ability.
The thirty months course, pro-
viding, an intensive and varied
experience through th? case study
method, leads to the degree of
BACHELOR OF NURSING
Present student body includes
graduates of leading colleges. Two
or more years of approved college
work required for admission. A
few scholarships available for
students with advanced quali-
fications.
The educational facilities of Yale
University are open to qualified
students
wilson ents.
For catalog and information address:
THE DEAN
The SCHOOL of NURSING of YALE UNIVERSITY
NEW HAVEN :: CONNECTICUT
During the seven years of its
i v.-Ucncc, the SJ-hkiI has admit-
ted students from more than
seventy-five leading colleges and
universities of the country. Rep-































Special Sunday Night Supper
Seventy-five Cents
Chicken Patty and Peas
Fruit or Shrimp Salad
Welsh Rarebit
Hot Rolls — Butter
Tea — Coffee — Milk
The Fairest blossom of the





JT'S an exciting cotton crop
that produces such a charm-
ing suit as this little cotton
corduroy in white or eggshell 1"
wear with your bright little
blouses. And we wager there's
an extra thrill for you in the
embrwmic price of §13.75.
SlatteryS
J
